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The Assessment of Markets for the Development of New 

Industrial Products in Canada 

Blair Little, R.G. Cooper, R.A. More 

December 1971 

Executive Summary 

In this study the assessment practices of 152 Canadian industrial 

products manufacturing firms were examined with the objective of: 

1) Understanding the "State of the Art" in Canadian industry. 

2) Determining relationships between market assessment practices 

of firms and their overall processes of new product development. 

The data was collected through personal interviews with management 

personnel, based on a lengthy printed questionnaire. The companies were selected 

to represent a broad cross-section of manufacturing industries involved in new 

product development. 

The study revealed most clearly that market assessment activities 

enjoy a relatively minor role in the operations of Canadian manufacturers. 

Foreign-owned firms were far more likely to devote resources to assessing 

markets for new products. Assessment activities showed very little use of 

special market research techniques and a heavy reliance on the analysis of 

published historical data. Of more direct concern was the discovery that 

those firms which devote more resources to assessing markets for new products 

have introduced more new products. Finally, it would seem that government 

policies regarding the funding of R&D expenditures overlook the market 

commitment/new product relationship since the higher market assessment 

commitment levels are found among firms with lower (and zero) levels of R&D 

funding. 



THE ASSESSMENT OF MARKETS FOR. 

NEW INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 

Blair Little, Robert Cooper, Roger More* 

1.. INTRODUCTION. 

New products play a dominant role in the success of 

most industrial goods firms. The ability of these  finis  to 

develop and market new or improved products is important to 

the stability and growth of the Canadian economy. This has 

been recognized by the Science Council recently in outlining 

the importance of innovation in Canadian manufacturing 1. 

Mary  other studies have emphasized the importance of new 

prOducts to corporate growth.
2 
 For Canadian firms, new 

product development may well be the clearest track toward 

competitive success in international trade. 

" Innovation in a Cold Climate: The Dilemma of Canadian 
Manufactiuring," report N. 15, Science Council of Canada, 
(Oct. 1971). 

2
An extensive general discussion of this topic is given 
by: L. Silk, "The Research Revolution" (New York: McGraw 

Hill Book Co., 1960). 
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• While essential for sustained eeonomic growth, new 

product -  development is not without the counterweight of 

serious risk. Large investments.at . high leVels of-uncertainty 
‹ 

 are.  typical of ma ny neW product ventures.
3  All too typical, 

as well, is a falrly high incidenceof failure. If failures 

were always detected early in the  devcl.oprnent process,'the 

cost of . failure'Would be minimized. This is seldom what 

happens, unfortunately, and many companies suffer substantial 

losses on prodùcts that are identified as failures -  only after. 

.their market introduction. One study reported that one-

third of newly introduced products were failures, and 

moreover, that 70% of all development expenditures were 

for. products that were . deemed to be failure's.
4 

The high incidence of product.failure in the market  - 

place points out that one of the critical links in the chai n . 

of new product success is the accurate assessment of the nature 

and extent of themàrket for the new prodUct. One Survey 

noted, for example, that the lack of information about 

po-tential customers and competitors waS the major reason 

cited by manufacturers for new product failures. 	Market 

assessment, therefore, represents a vital step in reducing the 

risk and delay  inhérent in new product development and market 

introduction. 

- 3
For a discussion of the risks in new product development, 

as  perceived by managers, see: Blair Little, "Risks in 
New Product Development", paper presented to the A.M.A. 
Canadian Marketing Workshop, June 1 and 2 , . 1972, to appear --  

in Canadian  Marketing: Problems and Prospects,  Donald 
Thompson and David S. IL  Leighton -(eds.), John Wiley ei  Sons, 

Canada, .Limited,' forthcoming 1972. 

4 	 • 	• • 	— 	• 
Reported by. Joseph Mendell in an address to the 1972 National 
Industrial Marketing Conference (American MarketingAssocia'tion) 

. Cleveland, May 1, 1972, • 

• 
"Why New Products Pail", The Conference Board  Record, 

October, 1964, P. 11. 



Despite the evidence pointing to the importance of 

market assessment, the millions of dollars spent on product 

technical research stand in striking contrast to managment's 

far lesser interest in market research.
6 Industrial product 

firms often emphasize, first, the development of product 

technology from a technologists viewpoint, then, second, 

the development of a market for the new product or technology. 

This constitutes a reactive role for market assessment and 

may be a fundamental weakness in new product processes for 

industrial goods firms. 

2. STUDY'S OBJECTIVES 

This research into the market—assessment practices.of 

Canadian industrial products manulacturing firms  had  the . 

following. objectives: 	. • 	• 	_ 	. 

(à) understanding the "state of the art" mn  Canadian - 
industry, 

(b) determining relationships between market aSsessment•,. 
practices of firms and their overall processes of 

,new product development. 

The ultimate objective of the research was to contribute 

to the understanding and improvement of market assessment 

practices in the new product development procçss. The 

following research questions  were included in the  • study: 

1. What is the "state'of.the art" of market assessment ih 
new product development in industrial product companies 

, in Canada? 	• 	• 	• 

2. What role does market assessment play in these companies, 
specifically with respect to new product development? 
What corporate resources arc committed'to market assess- 

. 	ment, and how are they applied? 

3. How much assessment do companies undertake in.various 
_new _  prOduct situati.ons - ,- and what sources of inforMation 
'do companies use? What factors anpear to determine the 
extent of-information-seeking and the sources of informatiol 
used in a new product project? 

6
W.. T. Jerome III, 	Executive.Conirol 	(New York: John WileY 

and Sons, . 1961), P. 71. 



This paper sets out a framework for viewing market 

assessment in new product development,.and then presents  the 

 results of a preliminary analysis of data c011ected from 

• the field. 	• 

3. THEORY  UNDERLYING  THE STUDY 

.3.1 The New Product IntrOduction PTOCCSS  

Several normative approaches have been proposed to 

guide the.development process of a new product. Most 

approaches view the development of a new product as a 

step-by-step process of information gathering and de*cision-

making, such as is outlined in Figure 1. 

Most companies, either explicity or implicity, under-

take activities similar to those outlined in Figure.1 in 

developing new products, although they do not'necesarily 

engage in all the activities named nor in the sequence 

outlined. Regardless of the approach followed, decisions 

are made at various stages of the new product development 

process: the outcome of these decisions can be to continue. 

the process of developing the new product, or to abandon 

the project. 	• 

Inherent in the continue/terMinate decisions is a 

profitability calculation of one form or another, with 

revenue, cost, and investment the critical inputs to this 

calculation. Revenue involves some estimate of the expected unit 

volume and selling price of the product, and in turn, 

relies on estimates about the new product market. Similarly, 

costs include selling expenses and manufacturing costs. 

Costs - are dependent in .part on the new product characteristics, 

which ideally should reflect the nature of customer preferences. 
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Therefore throughout the process; managers arc required 

to wike .  estimates about the nature and extemt.of the C 

new product market, and the gathering of market information 

should play an important  role in making –these estimates. -  

3.2 Risk Reduction and Information Seeking . 

Throughout the new product development process,. 

companies face various'risks. First, the amounts ,at stake 

may be important: deVelopment costs and investment may be 

lot•if the product fails ;  while . the 'stream of profits 

may be signifiCant should the product succeed.  Second, 

companies face. uncertainties witlr_respect to the factors . 

used to estimate profitability: questions concerning 

product characteristics, price, manufacturing requirements, 

plant size; and so on can be answered only with some degree 

of error. , These•uncertainties together-with , the amounts 

at stake . constitute the Tisk'involyed in the  new product 
7 

• development. 

Market information may reduce uncertainties, and 

thereby reduce risk. To the eXtent that market information 

may improve new product decisions and result in greater 

expected profits, the information has an economic value. 

At the same time, market information has a cost,-the cost 

of accessing various sources of information. 

7 	'- 
For a complete discussien of risk, risk reduction and how 

risk affects information seeking in the context Of a parralled 
situation--decision -Making by consumers—see,: 	D. F. Cox,, 
Risk Taking and Information Handlins!  in Consumer Behavior, 
(Boston: Div. of Research, Graouate School of .Business 
Administration, Harvard University, 1967). 	For a more 
theoretical treatment of the concept of cost and value of 
information, see: 	Robert'Schlaifer, 	Probability and 
Statistics for Business Decisions, 	(New York: McGraw Hill 
-Book -CO„ 195'9).. 



The amount of effort expended on gathering market 

information may be thought of as an implicit balancing 

of thé value of the information and the cost of obtaining 

it. 	i: t:  is reasonable'to assume that the .manager will tend 

to use information sources he perceives will provide 

information that is most likely to reduce the uncertainties 

of partfcular market factors, and that he perceives will 

have the lowest cost of access. 

3.3 The Extent of Market Assessment  

The concept of the cost and value of information 

yields a number of expectations about the market assessment 

effort that a company would be expected to expend during 

the development of a new product, such as the following: 

1. the extent of market assessment effort in a new 
product project is situationally determined. That is, 
it depends on the characteristics of the particular 
situation faced--specifically, the amounts at stake, 
the uncertainties faced, and the cost of information. 

2. the extent of market assessment conducted in a new 
product project would, therefore, be expected to: 

iricrease with - increasing project payoffs 
- increasing cost of failure 
- increasing newness of the product 
market to the company and other 
elements of uncertainty 

decrease with - more market segments or other factors 
which would increase the cost of 
market assessment. 

3.4 Sources  of Information 

The sources of market information that companies 

prefer and use in a new product venture are likely related 

to: 

a) the new product situation faced and, 

b) characteristics of the organization involved, such 
as existing patterns of information gathering and  • 
types of individuals involved in new product development. 



One way information may be characterized is as 

. 	_ 

1 0  primary information - new information gathered by 
direct contact with potential customers. It 
includes, for example, sales force research, mailed 
questionnaires, circulation of dummy specifications, 
field market surveys and test.marketing. 

2. secondary information - information already available 
to the company, not gathered by direct access to 
potential customers and'usually recorded in written 
form. It includes, for example, data from a search 
of literature, trade journal data, government statistics, 
trade association data, and other published data from 
institutions. 

Varying types of market information available from 

these different sources may be required at different 

stages of the development process.- For example, one would 

expect that the type o£ information required at the screening 

stage would differ from that required at the product 

development stage, or at the commercialization stage. 

At the earlier stages of the development process, secondary 

sources of information may be of particulaT value to assess 

aggregate customer demand characteristics such as the 

location of potential customers, overall market sales 

volume potential and general market trends. At the middle 

and later stages of the process, however, where the need 

is more for information on individual customer characteristics 

and preferences for product features, on details on customer' 

buying processes, and on more precise estimates of customer 

sales volume in particular market segments, primary sources 

• may be more appropriate. 	. 



4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY • 

The sample for the research was made up of management 

personnel in 152 industrial products manufacturing firms 

in Ontario and Quebec. Data were gathered by personal  int e r-

v i ews  with managers based on a lengthy'printed questionnaire 

and lasting.from two to four hours. To the extent it was 

feasible, interviews were with the one or two managers in 

the firm who were most familiar with the overall new  • 

product process in the firm and special knowledge of market 

assessment activities. The interviewee was often the 

general manager, but frequently planning managerS, marketiLg 

managers and technical development managers were the 

principal source of data. 

Information about routine, continuous company new 

product development and marketing practices were ei ,-st 

obtained at a general level along with information describing 

overall company operations. Then data,on the histories of 

specific new product projectS were obtained in some detail, 

tracing the new product from the•  idea stage through to 

market introduction. 

The sample companies were chosen on the basis that 

they manufactured industrial goods (not consumer goods) 

in specific industry segments, and that they were known to 

have engaged in at least some new product development work. 

Beyond these first two criteria, companies were sought 

which would represent a limited number of manufacturing 

industries and a range of sizes. 	In addition, preference 

was given to companies located near main transportation 

routes between Windsor and Quebec City. The main source 

from which the sample was selected was: Directory of 

Scientific  Research  and Development Establishments  in Canada, 



Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, 1969. Other 

private lists of companies were the source of part of the 

sample. The sample is described by.industry and size 

in Exhibit 1. Certain industries are not represented in-

the sample, such as mining and smelting, wood products, 

pulp and paper, food product, apparel. New processes  

were specifically not examined, although it was recognized 

that process development was an important part of product 

development in some cases, such as in heavy chemicals. 

Since  •the sampling procedure was not random, the results 

presented he:e should be generalized beyond the firms 

studied with some caution. In addition to the geographic 

and industry boundaries, no very new firms (less than two 

years old) were contacted, and it is likely that the sample 

leans toward firms that are somewhat above average in their 

levels of new product activity and success. 

Excellent cooperation was received from Canadian  • 

industry in the research project. Managers were, for the 

most part, willing and able to provide the data being sought. 

The high level of acceptance of this project by Canadian 

managers and the enthusiasm for the topic which they exhibited 

in the interviews is indicative of their concern for the 

new product process and their interest in seeking improvement. 

Even with the cooperation of the companies, the data 

contain a number of limitations beyond those raised by 

the sampling procedure. Firstly, the answers provided 

by an individual manager may not be truly representative 

of the facts of an organization, knowledgeable and experienced 

though that individual may be. Secondly, some data represent 

past•history, and although in a number of instances these 

data were supported by documents, in other instances they 
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Exhibit 1 

Description of Firms Studied 

By Industry  and Annual Sales. 

Industry 	 Annual Sales  ($ Millions) 

No .• of.Firms 

Respt te  
No. 	Up 	>2 	>10r  >40 

2Ito10.to 40Ito  10.0 	>100  I Total 
r 	I 

_ 

	• 

	

Electrical Equipment, 	2 
small and large;.- 	. 
Electronic products; 
.Sdientific'Instru 7 

 mentation; Process 
Instrumentation: -  

Chemicals, heavy; 
Specialty; 
Pharmaceutical; 
Protective  and  
Coatings. 

Equipment, light 
industrial, com-
ponents; Machine 
Tools and Supnlies; 
Material Handling, 
Vehicles and 	 • 

Equipment; Air-
conditioning and 
other Building 
Equipment. 

Vehicles:components, 
fabricated metal parts 
Aircraft, Automotive, 
Agricultural. 	. 	. 

Miscellaneous, 
including Industrial 
Textiles; Plastic 
and Rubber Fab- . 
ricdted Parts, Con- 

. struction Materials, 
Packaging Materials, 
Other Raw Materials. 

10 

9 

4 

3 

1 

•Totals 33 



represent thc memory of the interviewee. Finally, some 

information was.gathered with questions that the interviewee 

had not himsclf l addressed while engaged in new product 

• development problems; they sometimes required him to think 

about his business from an unfamiliar point of view. 

The normal problem of interviewer bias was addressed by 

having extensive interviewer training prior to the main data 

gathering phase and holding'frequent discussions among the 

interviewers during the course of the company interviews. 

5. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

5.1 The Assessment of Markets for New-industrial  Products  - 

An OvervieW  

The findings 'presented in thissection -focus. on.the 	. 

."state of the art" in market assessment, the •réle of-market 

assessment in new-product.development, and the nature and 

extent of  esources committed to market assessment activities. 

5.1.1 Resource Commitment to  Market Assessment  

Companies may engage in market assessment activities for 

a variety of purposes, not.only for the purpose of new product 

development 	•An analysis of the survey data indicated that 

industrial product companies commit relatively few resourceS 

to market assessment activities of any kind. Of the 152 

firms studied, only 34 employed at least one person 

actively involved full-time in any kind of market assessment 

activities for any purpose. Of these 34 companies, 20 employed 

three or fewer full time market assessors, while only four 

companies employed more than 10 people in this role. 

(Exhibit 2) 
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Exhibit 2 

Full-Time Market  •Assessors  

Number of firms employing persons who are actively involved 

full-time in market analysis and assessment, by size of firms. 

AnnuaI Sales ($Millions) 

Number of Full-Time. 	No 	Up 	> 2. 	> 10 	>40 	> 
Market Assessors 	Resp. to 2  t010  to 40  to 100  100 Total 

. None 	. 	• 	6 	35 	44 	. . 26 	• 5 .  . 	2 	IIS 

. 1-3 ' 	 0 - 	0 	4 	, . 	5 	5 	
6. 20 

• 4-6 	
• 	

0 	0 	0 • 	2 	•3 	1 	-• 6 

7-10 	• 	0 	. 	A 	• 	0 	0 . 	- .1 	'3 	4

• .11-4- 	. 	0 	0 	• 0 	0 	• 	1 	3 	• 4 

Totals . 	6 	35 	48 	33 	15 	15 	152 



As expected, the number of full-time assessors employed 

tended to increase with company size, but in a non-linear 

fashion when compared to annual company sales. When the 

number of full-time market assessors was expressed as a 

per cent of sales, the percentage increased .  with sales-- 

that is, smaller companies tended to have less than their 

share of market assessors,-on a pro-rated basis. As further 

evidence of the minor role of market assessment, 33 of 63 

companies with annual sales in excess of $10 million did 

not employ even one person full-time in a:market assessment 

capacity. 

Most full-time market assessors were employed in market 

research departments, or other marketing staff positions. 

Only 23 of the firms studies had established market 

research departments (including one man departments). 

5.1.2 Part Time Market  Assessment 

In inte.:views conducted with several companies in a pre-

test of the questionnaire, it was apparent that many employees 

in a corporation make some contribution to market assessment 

even though market assessment may not be their main role 

in the company. Market assessmcnt on a part-time basis 

tended to be directed more toward short term tactical problems 

in connection with the companyts existing products and 

markets. When the number of part-time market assessors 

was considered in addition to those whose full time task was 

market assessment, the picture was roughly the same as that 

shown by the analysis of full-time market assessment alone. 

Considering companies with annual sales of $10 million or 

less, 67% of these firms employed the equivalent of 1/2 man 

or less in market assessment; for companies with annual 



. sales of more than $10 million, -43% employed the equivalent 

of one market assessor less*. Sales personnel and sales 

management contributed most frequently to market assessment 

activities on a part-time basis. 

Differences were also noted in the commitment of 	 • 

resources to market assessment between Canàdian-owned and 

foreign-owned companies. For various size categories, 

foreign-owned companies, on average, tended to spend more 

time  •on market assessment. (Exhibit 3) 

5.1.3 Market Assessment Practices  

A qualitative analysis of the routine (as opposed to 

new product projects) market assessment activities of the firms 

studied indicated that a relatively low level of sophistication 

prevailed in most companies. Firms .  employing full-time market 

assessors relied heavily on the use of secondary data: over 

75% of these companies utilized D.B.S. statistics, and 75% 

also relied on trade journal information; two thirds used 

other literature sources and internal records, and one third 

utilized trade association data. Primary data was also . 

sought by companies with full-time market assessors, but not 

so frequently: two thirds of these firms reported the use 

of special visits to customers for primary information, 

while routine customer visits were a less frequently used 

source. 

Only a handfull of firms gathered market information 

through special market research techniques as a matter of 

regular market assessment activity. Such techniques as test 

markets, mailed questionna-ires, prototype testing and analysis 

of competitors' products were used by few firms, and used 

infrequently. 

*The number of equivalent market assessors was calculated by•
taking the sum of: 	the number of men involved in market 
assessment (full-time and part-time) multiplied by an estimate 

of the percentage of their time spent on market assessment. 



Ownership of Firms 

Public 
Canadian 

Private 
Canadian 

New Product. . • 
Assessment - 
Manpower - 
Equivalent (1) .  Canadian 	U.S. 	Other 

Subsidiary Sùbsidiary Subsidiary 

Public 
Canadian 

Canadian. 	U.S. • 
Subsidiary Subsidiary Subsidiary 

- 	16 - 

EXHIBIT 3 

New Product ASsessment Manpower, By 
OwnerShip of Firms and Size of Firms. 

1 0 	Annual- Sales $10 Million  or Less'. 

1/2 man or less 	' 	22 	7 	7' 	. 	14 	5 

More than •1/2 man . 	4 	. 3 	3 	13 	5 

Total FirmS 	26 	.10 	10 	27 	10 

2. 	Annual.Sales Over $10  Million 

New Product 
Assessment 
Manpower 	• 

. • Eiquivalent.(2) 	Private- 
• Canadian 

1 man or less . 	• • 	4 	. 	_2 	3 	12 	6 

More than 1 man 	2 	' 	5 	2 	• 	21 	6  ...._ 

Total Firms 	' 	6 	•7 	- 	• 	5 	33 	' : 	'12 

(1) The product of:number of employees engaged in market assessment, 
(full and part-time) and the proportion of the time devoted to ' 
new product market assessment. Totals'add to less than 152 
(totalsample) due to 7. no responses. 

(2) Subsidiary of firm• owned in countries other than Canada and U.S. 



These findings reflect the tendency  of  firms to use 

various information sources as part of their everyday 

information gathering activiticsi and are not a direct 

measure of the time and money commitment to accessing 

these sources. 	In spite of this limitation, the findings 

suggest a low emphasis on special market studies, field 

surveys and direct market  contact, and point to the heavy 

reliance on the analysis and usc of secondary data. 

5.1.4 Market Assessment For New Products  

When new product projects were being investigated, 

the routine market assessment activities of most firms 

played a'relatively minor role. Of all the time expended 

on routine market assessment, less than 20%, on average, 

was spent ,on generating and examining new product ideas. 

The low emphasis on market assessment for new products along 

with the heavy relignce on secondary data suggest again that 

most routine market assessment is directed toward the sOlution 

of the day to day problems, rather than toward. longer term 

strategy formulation, such as corporate growth through new 

product development. 

5.2 The  Extent of Market Assessment for Projects 

In this analysis, the extent of market assessment 

conducted in individual new product projects was related to 

the specific new product situations faced. Only projects 

rated as marginal successes or better were included in this 

analysis, for a total of 148 new product projects. 

The median amount of market assessment conducted 

in these projects was found to be 225 manhours; when market 

assessment effort was compared to development costs, the 

median extent was 3.5 hours of market assessment  per $1000 

development cost (perhaps $35 for market assessment per 

$1000 development cost, assuming a $10 per manhour cost). 



Multiple regression analysis with dummy variables 

was used to relate :the extent of market assessment to the • 

ne  w product situational variables. The .extent of market 

assesSment In_manhours, was  found to:' 

increase with - increasing anticipated annual sales of 
the product 

- increasing possible costs of failure 
- increasing newness of the market to the 

company 
- increasing numbers of potential customers 

decrease with -.increasing numbers of market segments 
-.increasing competition in the new product - 

. market 

A log transformation of . the resulting regression equation 

yielded the following expression: 

MA . a. f
MN • 	DC 	NC • 

f 	f 	MS 
f 	(S) b  . (F) c 	(5.1) 

' 

where: 

2 
R 	.43 • 

MA  = extent of market assessment conducted in a 
new product project (manheurs) 

= regression coefficients 
. effect of market newneSs.(a multiplier) 

f
DC 	

effect-of competition (a multiplier) 

f
NC . effect of number of customers (a multiplier 

f
MS 

. effect of market segments (a multiplier) 

S 	expected annual sales for the project' 
F 	possible cost of failure of the project. 

The market newness, degree of competition, number of customers 

and number of market segments were found to be non-linear 

in their logarithm with MA, and therefore dummy variables 

were used to describe these factors. The influences of 

these situational variables on the extent of market assessment 

arc represented by multipliers in equation (5.1), and values 



of these multipliers for different leVels of market newness, 

degree of competition, and number of'customers . and market 

-segments are obtained from the 'dummy variable regression 

co-e>fficients. 	. 

Both continuous variables (I: and S) were significant 

at the 95% level,* while for all four factors Where - dummy 

variables were used, the majority_of the,dummy variable 

co-efficients in each case were significant at the 95. 96 .  

	

• 	- 
level.* The relationship itsolf was significant to the 99% 

 level ( F-test). , and explained 43% of the variance in the 

hours of market assessment conducted. This relationship 

may be ,considered to be an equatien which describes 

the decision behavior of the "average manager" (or  • management • 

team) in conducting market assessment in the sample. 

The results show that the amount of market assessment - 

actually conducted in new product projects seem to be related 

as expected to thé amounts  at  stake, the uncertainties o£ - 	• 

the situation and factors related to the cost of information. 

In develoPing a new product, the manager might - ,characterize 

the situation along  the six dimensions deseribed above, 

and utilize the relationship (equation 5.1) to predict what 

the "average manager" would likely "spend" when 'faced with the • 

same situation. If the "average manager" is a reasonable 

standard, then equation ( 5 .1) is a useful tool -  to provide 

inputs to managerial .decisions regarding market assessment . 

effort in new product projects. 	• 	•  

5.3 Sources  of Information in Project Market Assessment -  - 

In this analysis, the use of primary and Secondary 

sources of market infornation during thé new preduct - venturo -  • - 

was related to organizational and situational factors. 

These included Characteristics: 

- 1. of the new product situation 
2. of the orghnization 
3. describing the firm's marketing information gathering 

activities 
4. of the firm's new pro.duct activities . 	• 

eone tail t-test 



Only new products which were developed for a mass market 

(for more than a few customersj were considered in this 

analysis, for a total of 98 new 'product projects. 

Sources'of market information were diffcrentiatcd-on 

the basis of primary and secondary sources. Multiple 

regression analysis with dummy variables waS used to relate 

. the proportion of new product market assessment using 

secondary sources to the organizational and situational 

variables. The proportion of market assessment using 

secondary source was significantly related to: 

- the company's dependence on new products 
- the experience of the company in new product development 
- the proportion of technical people involved in the 

development process 
- the proportion of primary versu s. secondary information 

gathered in thc firm's routine marketing information-
gathering activities 

- . the technical newness of the product to the company 
- the newness of the product market to the company 

The resulting relationship explained 21% of the variance in . 

the proportion of market assessment using secondary sources, 

and the relationship was significant at the 95% level 

• (F-test). 

It was found that the proportion of market assessment 

using primary sources in new product projects tended to 

increase with: 

- increasing company dependence on new products 
- increasing company experience in new product development 

. 	decreasing proportions of technical people 
involved in the new product development process 

- increasing proportions of primary information gathered 
in routine marketing information-gathering activities 

- increasing product • technical newness 
- increasing newness of the product market 

In summary, companies which were more active in and 

more dependent on new product development tended to spend 

more effort accessing primary sources; moreover in developing 

newer products, both from a technical and a market viewpoint, 



managers focused more on primary information. Both the 

proportion of technical people involved and the nature 

of the companies routine market information gathering 

activities influenced . the emphasis on primary information. 

6. FUTURE RESEARCH 

This paper represents the results of analysis of the 

first phase of an integrated research program underway at 

the School of Business Administration of the University 

of Western Ontario to examine the process of product innovation 

by industrial product manufacturers in Canada
8 
 . One notable 

feature of the present study is its heuristic value, raising 

a number of provocative research questions, some of which 

have provided the focus for further research topics to be 

addressed such as: 

1. How much should companies spend on market assessment 
when faced withvarious new product situations. 

This study will focus on the relationship between the 
extent of market assessment and the degree of success 
achieved in new products. The payoffs from conducting 
market assessment will be examined. A set of "better 
practice" companies will form the basis of guidelines 
to suggest the appropriate amount of market assessment 
to new product managers. 

2. What is the profile of successful new product projects, 
compared to unsuccessful projects? 

This study will focus on determining whether there 
are these key factors which distinguish the successful 
projects. An attempt will be made to develop an 
operationally useful new product screening system. 

8
Further summary results and their implications for management 

arc reported in: 	Blair Little, Robert G. Cooper and Roger A. 
More, "Putting The Market Into Technology To Get Technology 
1 nto The Market", Business Quarterly,.Summer, 1972, p. 62. 	. 



3. Souccs of error in new product development estimates. 

4. Activities that trigger new product projects. 

S. The characteristics of new product projects showing 
highest market potential. 

6. A comparison of new product development in Canadian 
and foreign-owned firms. 
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